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The Region V"rechnical Assistance Project wishes to thank Ms. Sherry Segal of

Jewish Vocational Services for arrangimg the company tcurs. These visits /

provided all participants with the owortunity to interview staff, determine

job tasks, and identify specific language. Ms. Segal's assistance played an

important role in the success of the workshop.
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"Developing VESL Materials for the Job-Site" is the fourth in a series of

fair vparkshops funded by Region V, Health and Suzan Services. The goal of

the series is to inprove the skills of refugee service provider staff.

The focus of the refuc. programs is on getting refugees enployed. In order

to find and maintain ex:ploy:rent, reiugees need certain language skills which

enable then to function on the job. These skills include both the work and

social related language to carry out specific job tasks. Exanples are the

ability to comprehend the supervisor's instructions and explain accidents.

Because each coapany and job is unique, it is critical for refugee programs

to identify the necemsary language and to teach such language to the

refugees. This responsibility often belongs to the VESL teacher.

The goal of this workshop was to train VE3L teachers to identify the language

necessary for a particular job and to develop lessons which 'teach such
language. Workshop activities included presentations on the functional

approach to ESL instruction and the process for language--gathering, visits to

a variety of catpanies, and actual hands-on VESL lesson writing.

This particular worksnop was offered by N.E.C. two times. The first time was

in January, 1982 for the Illinois Adult Indochinese Refugee Consortimm.
Because of the treendous need for training in this area, the workshop was

repeated as a part of the Region V Technical Assistance Project. This
publication is a coapilation of the activities and materials developed from

both workshops. Specific contents include:

1. A =nary of the workshop presentations and handouts

2. A selected list of resources

3. Interview instruments for visits to the job-site
4. Sample VESL lessons from FY'83 and ry,82 workshops
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The Norttwest Educational Cooperative hopes that readers will f ind these

materials a useful resource for the develogrent of VESL materials.

Interested readers who have questions or wruld like farther information

about the publication or the workshop itself are welcome to call Linda

Mrowicki at (312) 870-4166.

Linda Mtowicki

JUne, 1983
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OVERVIM OF LANGLIME NEEDS
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OVERVIEW OF WORKERS' LANGUAGE NEEDS

Within the last two years, several people have been involved in identifying

the language needs of refugees on the job. The results of the research is

found on the following pages. First, there is an article by David Prince

and Julia Gage which provides a detailed overview of job-related English.

Secondly, there is a short summary of a Utah study in which industry

identified the problems and benefits of hiring Indochinese employees.

Thirdly, there is a summary of the Project PRIDE industry survey donA in

Py
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'ER(C/CLL News Bu (left
[EFACI Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics

Volume 5, No.3
May 198

SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN ADULT VOCATIONAL ESL
David Prince and Julia Lakey Gage

Employment is an immediate concern for newcomers to die United
Sato. Tile urgency of getting a job has drastimlly increased fix Indo-
chinese refugee, who now face a do:teased periocl of eligibiliey us re-
ceive fedetal assistance. Beginning May 1982, the &talon of finer'.
dal support to aid modem= will be ionised from 300]8 moths.

The most recent refugees are typical of a vend among newcomen to
the U.S.: they have len factual educesion mad fewer tcausEssable job
skills then immigrants of the past few decades. Since lengthy wining
programs for skilled paid= are unavailable, job placement efforts
for many refugees focus on enuy-level positions. Sncli jobs requite
few pia skills or training ; newly hired employees acquire *lb
through on-the-job mining. Vocational Patel& piogruns for this
population might focus on preparation for entry-level employment in
manufacusting awl soviet -indusuies and on subaqua: unmake
to ptepare employed refugees for job advancement.

English o a Sword Unease (ESL) lus been an menial part of
the resetdement process. Initially, genetal ESLwas offered, whie.
phasised grammatical fcems in stmennally graded matedals, Al-
though this approach proved useful for refugees with mpg academic
skills and profeosioaal backgrounds, it was far less useful for tefuirees.r
with little academic staining; such refuges need ESLprograms wads s "
different focus.

Else sb for spa* Posposor (ESP) gained momentum in the 1970s
irk a IDCAISAGIK to make ESL programs reflect lesnsets' needs. Ques-
tions that were nised includ : "Why does the learner want to know
English?" and 'Whet minimal English lanptage skills does a barna
need to functionin a given situation?" Emphasiswas put co noosing
language function, i.e., "what people do by means of a language"
(Van Ek). Asesanent included detamining: (1) whether fir: leaner
needed to lbten to, speak, mad cc write English; (2) wherethe learner
was evened to use English; (3) what WU the homer performed us-
ing English I e.g., saboulinate venus leader, gentle pasoader vasus
bully); and 0) what topic: theleamer dealt with.

&actions Leoresage Approxises

Issetunsiml Eseglish (kip and Hodlin) is the mote complete ample
of functional audeulum design in a vocztional setting. ln designing
an English program for Southwest Asian woken in England, jupp
and Hodlin studied the language demands for these limited-Englidi-
speaking waken who were employed in processing and monufacur-
ing positivist. The -snsdy identified .fcorvategories of language use:
(1) work language for 'nunediate job duties; (2) work language for
Treater flodbility; unu mid situations, and incsessed raponsibilig;
(3) social language for simple contact; and (4) language for commun-
icating about sighu and problems.

Curriculum designees in the United Sews recognised similar cate-
gories of language me. Shree broad categoties were identified by
Crandall: (1) language for geeing a job ; (2) language for maintain-
ing a job ; and (3) language for job advancement.

The seahors provide tabula miaow sod sucker steady: so ESL
pogroms through Vethinsuse Sul* Jed the Cotter fo r Applied Lis.

- 7 -
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"Unin of Work or nob (Pine and Wiley) mtnt be identified s
part of the needs analysis to determine functional language. Five tag
were identified as typical of worker duties by Galion and Gatuales
(1) den:mining what needs to be done; (2) gathesincthe memo
tools and equipment; (3) completing an va'on or poem; (4
checking or toting tbe quality of the finbkr. work ; and (5) clanks,
1213.

A scrim of vocational mining ptojects with ESL components bas al
lowed us to conduct needs assennsma and organize programs to pre
pare and support Indochinese refugees/workers. The insight; we has
gained are presented in this article.

Determinists lasegagege Downs&

Sun*: Employseseses. In ON, a study was =ducted (Gage ate
Pince) to doe:mine which language amnia are mat edema vs
job recension of limited-Englith-proficiemy (IV) workers. Survey
and obsenations were conducted at mine than 20 walk sites. Data in
eluded information on how tvorkers with low level language proficien
cr obtained their jobs, what types of jobs they typically obtained, ant
how they were alined for their jobs.

Wailes generally found employment with help from a friend,
Dilative, a spontor, or an employment counseloc. These intennedimie
usually inquited or knew about openings, told the company about the
LEP job candidate, peovided basic information about the company u
the LFP candidne, and helped withapplications.

Waken were hired in positions involving assembly, ming, ask
dewing operations. Of pommy importance in stoning a job was the
wo...ker's ability to be mined in routine job duties. The most effective
on-the-job mining technique was demonstration. The most spun-ask minas used a thnevotp process: (1) the thisser demoostrated
the operation; (2) the trainer and trainee performed the opostion
together; and (3) the miner watched the uainee petfonn the opera-don.

Tools and wotk modals were geneully ',ahead by the mina
prior to the demon:nation. After wa....ing a trainee perform the op.ration, the supervisor would leave a number of pieees forthe mince
to complete. The miner then left the arm but returned frequently tospot check.

See Voassiesd ESLpage 6,A
The ERIOICLL News Bulletin ie published three times a yawby the ERIC Clewinchouse on Languages and Linguistic=John L D. Clark, Director; Mary M. Niebuhr, Assistant Direc-
tor; John Bromism, Bulletin Editor.

The Bulletin is sent free of charge to domesticsubscribers to
the TESOL Ouertotly, Foreign Languepe Annals, and the Lin-
guistic Reporter, as won as to ail libraries that receive the
ERIC microfiche collection. Individual Issues will be sent on
request. Write to User Services, ERIC Clearinghouse on Lan-
guages and Linguistics, Center for Applied Unguistics, 3523
Priepect Street, kW., Washington, D.C.20037. (202/29SM
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Vocational ESL-from page 1
language analysis revealed that training was based on concrete ref-

aences. Although a trainer anght speak while danonstrating, the
trainee could learn the operation by watching closely. Tools or mate-
rials were pointed to or referred to using pronoun substitutes just as
frequently as they were mentioned by name. Feedback on quality of
work could also be given using concrete references. Samples of good
work could be placed next to mistakes aid the supervisor could point
out mistakes. In cases where samples wen not available, photographs
were sometimes used. Once the worker was stained, job duties sten
usually lamming. Supervisou eked the need for LEP wakes to lain
verbal acknowledgment of directions and verbal requests for dada*.
thin when directions were not understood. However, supervisors
could ascertain if the worker mulustood cc not by teaching the work-
er perform once.

Maitssaioing Ensplorsesst It is difficult to identify the =act mo-
mat at which an employee moves from starting a job to maintaining
r. job. Maintenance could be defined as a worker's sans upon com-
pletion training. However, one report soggeso that a worker moves
into an.% status when the need for flmibility presents itielf.

In a study (Gage and Ptince 1981) of a private cocporation with over
700 employees, workers and sopervisoes were surveyed and obeetved
to astencin factors that enhanced employee flexibility. These 133P
workers were employed in mantsfacumng and incasing divisions.
They varied in language ptoficiency, cdmral background, and job as-
signment, and had been employed from six months to over two yean.
Worker fimibility as determined in the study bad two factors: die
ability to perfotm without close supervision, and the ability to per-
form a variety of operadons (i.e., to benefit from cross-training in a
new department or a new job °pumice). Lenguage analysis revealed
that a more flaible worker could expect interruptions and changes in
duties. A mpenisor might greet a waiter, ask how rmsch of a par-ticular.assignment or order was left, ditect the worker to complete a
certain amount of week before lunch, and then direct the walker to
complete another ordet that had been started previously. Whereas
starting a job involved routine dudes with concrete rekrencing, duties
for maintaining employment required handling unusual ciscum,
stances and vatying language demands. Workus had to acknowledge
the intersuption and COMIISIC on a tomewhat abstract level, since the
work to be done might not have been obvious.

Fletibility is ad important requirement for maintaining a pandas
from an employer's standpoint. However, the question must also be
raised why an employee might decide to turninate unploynient. Al-
though this has not been studied, two possible company-related tea-
sons (other than a better job appatunity) for an employee to quit ate
social isolation in the company and inability to lase concerns with
supervisors. Indicatiom of a worker's social isolation are spending
break time alone and not sharing in small talk or company pulp. In
addition, isolated workers do not usually uodentand culttual wak
norms for !siting concerns about policies and duties. When they do
present such concerns, they often use nontraditional channels of com-
munication, preening to find confidants who then might act as in-
talUICEL

Job Adswassassarat. In the same study within one corporation, be-
guage needras related to job advancement wee ermined. Advance-
ment oppomosints of ton types were noted. Some pay increases were
based on peeformance review or length of employment. A walker
might feel that be ar she did not receive a fair inclose, or that sus in-
crew was overdue. The wailer had co know cultural norms far a-

.. passing that concerns; he or she might have to taise the concair
fiat with the immediate supenisor and, Estill dEsatisfied, bring ittip
with a manager or possibly the personnel office.

The second type of advancementpromotionwas based upon
movement us pasidom of inuemed respomibility. Supervinus felt
there wss little difficulty advancing worken who showed au ability to
be tuned and the flexibility to wodt independendy. However, most
advancement eventually led to lad-worker positions, which required
the wocker to nein and kinglet waken of lower job dassation.
The LEP workers orb° were ohm:wed often lacked this ability.

language analysis also metaled the importance of recognizing and

- 8 -

using assertive language. The trainer had to distinguish between dif-
ferent roles (e.g., persuasive versus authoritative), and to seek
acknowledgment, offer clarification, and provide feedback to trainees
with a variety of pusonalities. The applicant seeking a promotion bad
to describe his/her qualificanom for a desired position in a succinct
fashion.

Derigiving Claur000s Auivaist

The dearth of commercially available materiak requires the lan-
guage insuuctor o create materials based upoo Deeds asemment.
These materials should integrate work kollualle, social langusgt, apdinformation about work practices and norms. This section giva sug-
gestions for organizing tnaterials.

Surring Eorployossos. Activities should focus on anuounicatiao
skills needed to nut a job. An otiesnation should be provided to on-
the-job training techniques. Practice should be given an following de-
monstrations in assembly, toning, and cianing opumions.

Activity 1. Studentsate given pallet in an assembly "anion us-
ing a pegboard, pegs, and conoecdng wires. The insauctor demon-
tunes the proces of usembling a pattern ofpep and wires. Students
and inaructots then complete a pattern together. Finny, swims
perform the operation alone. In such a demon:aunts, emphasis it
laid on getting the uainee's attention, getting thiough the operation,
and concluding the operation. In addition, students practice and sc.
knowiedgment. Exprenions soch as "his this" an be peoduced by
the student while daing tbe operation with the instsuctot and while
doing it alone. Rising intonation ("late this?") should also be pou-
nced as a strategy for requesting clarification.

Activity 2. Students practice finding faulty work. Using a simple
assembled pegboard, tisk= decide if other pegboards have been as-
sembled comedy ot inconnaly in companion to the sample. They
point to any mistakes.

Information about work BM= shoiald be integrated with weak lan-
guage and unix. For example, after an mum* ask studenu tan be
abown slides or photogtaphs oi vatious seem* jobs. They mn visit
'henna and identify job duties in assembly, sorting, or darting.
After finding faulty work, tbe instructot might Wise discussion on
characteristics of good wockeu: "A good waiter it, direful. A good
worker is fast. Are you artful? Are you fast"

Other immediately necessary work ;dogmatic° includes practice inreading pay checks, ailing in sick, i..hd con:piecing a 19-4 ta form.
Although this level emphasizes language fac stating a job, it sileicki
not ignore lanzuage for getting g job. Lamas apin nook; he
on comae swims. The class should pArite suing trek
skills (e.g., "I an fc4low a desnonsuation.") Other skint infant,
tin die stutlair should 'oe sble us =press includes the length of it
:auction, the mutt the school, and the instructor's compktename.

Maioraining Employsesot. This level emphssins bosulling anneal
situations and developing ilexibility.

Activity 3. Unurnal wad cimunstances involve intertuption and
then reduce:ion. With materials at hand FD complete the usk., harn-
ess tend to ignose vcl dilations, inchsding copiers and modifies-
tions of directions. Conn= activities to cottt tre bi difficaky are
simple. The instrocrvs- should assign a my,c MI A amain
items by size) and then inamtpc with "Ae.ta,:tr, .einutei aod reditad:
the =dna, alias "Do it by cola." N"..0 nsubte Zinc:Jew; Aossul
be given. Upon complain, students should :outpace twit %Pork atad

be disused to see who ignoted tkr teditectiwt.
Studenu should disvAs tuns at etwortions used so '44 nupt maw- _
on. They should 4.;stuss darifiam no technitsNa useful Li4a such situa-
tions (e.g., "Ma was that apiti?").

Activity 4. Unusual simations rimy occur istegulady; however,
wpm are pnclictable. This is evident if Activity 3 is ztiaed en iwaule
identification of specific Enid its yogi. In compatisun tO a maple,
one baud might have an incornct wise and SLAInlags bond a minim
wire. Other potential emus include incomt p1w 'sesir lid intersect
immiletion rif a wire. Redirection vroutii focus co removing, mist-
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ing, or adding wires.
ln the same manner, other types of operations should be analyzed

for potential atots. In a sorting-counting procedure a student may
have too fe. or too many items. At this level, lessons orienting stu.
dents to American work practices should apin be integrated with
work language. Practice in exchanges between workers and supervison
and in performance reviews is appropriate. Other topics can focus on
ways to improve work habits and maintain improved perinea mace. In
pracricing zeponing finished work rh's done." "It's parly fin-
ished." "It's half done."), students might also discuss production
pals, even standing mock depamnental meetings. Social language
should be developed in evay phase of vocational ESL. As Ceandall
points out, convened= strategies should be introduced. These in-
dude "strategies for beginning convautions, interrupting others, re-
sponding to others and knowing how to end a conversation (or know-
in whet. someone has already ended it)."

Advasesessu. Activities at this level are rated to students who are
already employed. A *mazy focus should be the development of
minimal assentivenas skills. M. materials development in this area is

lacking. AnettiVetkell was also Want m language interactions at the
two previous levels. The following sampEr; of activities (Lange and
jskuhowski) for native speaken ha pe oven successful with ESL ma-
dents:

1. Intsoductions. Students walk around the room greeting
each other. Then they sit down and recall positive aspects
of a dasunate's greeting (e.g., "He shook hands firm-
ly.").

2. yes-No. Paired students face each other. While one
petsoa says "yes," the other responds "no" at the same
loudness. The "yes" person varies his/ha loudness from
quiet to very loud. The "no" penal minsia the loudness
level, allowing the "ya" person to become aware of voice
nine.

3. Evaluating Actions. Simians sre described (e.g., "X's
pay nise is las than other waken'. X decides not to meat.
tion it."). Each pason in the doss then derides whether
that action in that situation was assertive or nonassertive.

4. Role Playing. Students should role play in situations in
which they train another we ker. The directed weaker
micht be alternately resistant to and .passive about the
training.

5. Self-Evaluation. A useful variation in evaluating actions is
to describe a situation and have the learnets decide how
they would respond. Responses are then evaluated in Cliti
disausion as agresive, assertive, or nonassertive. Cul-
sued norms, tisk taking and personal comfort axe dis-
cussed.

Corsclatioto

This article has highlighted three broad leveh of language needs for
LET workers who have few =skiable job skills. The levels of lan-
guage thet were described indult language for meting a job, len-
page foe maintaining employment, and language for job advance-
ment. The findings fiom two field studies indicate the need for ori-
enting the student to on-the-job usiningr.helping the msdent be-
come more fiesible in work assignuents, and japing the scudent m-
axilla and use usenive language appeoprikte to'American work set-
unP

Among the topics that were considered were ordering snd inte-
grating wock language, orientation to American work practices, and
social language. Wotk language should be based on tags. In partia-
ls; attention should be given to how joba are introduced, how and
why workers might be interrupted, and how assignments might be
changed. In addition, vocational ESL curricula should attempt to

categorize potential topics (such as types or errors and manners in
which finished work might be reported). Finally, orientation to
American work practices should be introduced in relation to tasks. For
=ample, she: doing sorting activities in the EL class, students might
take a field uip to various warehouses or shipping receiving depart-
MOM

Program planners should consider multistep program designs. A
program for Step 1 might emphasize orienting students to training
styles they'll encounter in employment or perhaps even in short-tam
vocational mining progtams. StCp 2 might emphaaize language fuck.
dons that make the student more fluible.

Plainness should =vile the need to act as advocates for IF"
learners. Planners should build monger linkages with vocational edu-
cators, vocational tonneaus, and employers. To do so, plenum
should make uptick to these parties the language demands needed to
sun, maintain, and advance in jobs. Furthermore, they shnuld sug-
gest program models bated on short- and lung-range goals of stu-
dents, appeosching these demands in stages.

Finally, a mulastep..program design could be particularly effective
in encouraging students to take enuy jobs, demonstrating to them
that language training doesn't end when they begin basic employ-
ment. A multistep approach would also help alleviate employets'
fears that workets will not be ficrible enough to move on to new jobs
and duties.
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SUMMARY OF INDUSTRY'S REACTDON TO THE INDOCHINESE
BY JOHN LATX1EWICZ, SALT LAKE CITY, tirm

PROEM AREAS

1. Problene related to daily communication and difficulty understanding
verbel instructions during training.

2. Do not understand =many benefits, e.g. insurance, health, etc.

3. Say "YES" to everything, even though they often do not understand what
is being asked.

4. Quit the job without giving the ccmpany prior notice.

S. Sometimes have hygenic problem related to self cleanliness and the use
of toilet facilities.

6. Stick together and do nctmbi: well with other workers.

7. Have transportation problems, utich result in lateness.

8. Overly sensitive, quit fcc little or no gocd reason. Peelings are
easily hurt.

9. Have "strange" focd habits (ated' hhve offensive odors).

10. Do not remember to call in when sick.

POSITIVE AREAS

1. When they learn job, quality and production are very good.

2. Respectful, loyal and cooperative.

3. Generally have good attendance and work:hard.



.winorscia. 1/4.47 zzirudIAn urty.c..1

. Total respondents: 10

1. What specific language difficulties have you encountered as employers of
refugees?

Job functions and responsibilities, normal jolb procedures
Written notices
Some LEP employees speak too fast with thick accent - difficult to comprehend
EXplaining company benefits, jab and time cards
Safety work rules/shop rules

2. What cultural differences have you frond to be problematic?

Supervisors get offended by people who can't speak English
Stereotype image
Company policy (calling in when sick/late)
Dietary habits
Smith care practices
Negative remarks made by "old timers" - "Why don't you hire Americans?"
Does not like to sit on chairs
Working through breaks
Understanding union regulations
Conflicts among the same ethnic groups
Stick together

3. If you were to conduct a training session for your supervisors and/or other
managers in your company on the top.i;c1now to effectively supervise refugee
employees to increase productivity, wtiat: specific topic/content would you
include?

Demonstrate effective communication technigpes and establish rapport
more show than tall (non-verbal)

Provide information where refugees come from, why they are here - their
experiences
POster patience, anticipate and understand and be aware of differenceo
Outline the various cultural differences, e.g. supervisory roles,
expectations, attitmie towards work, organizational hierachy.

4. What helpful tips would you offer to other employers who have never employed
refugees before?

Sire eno.igh of the same ethnic group for group support
Use a translatom
Use basic human relations
Eire a group from the same geographic area to avoid transportation prOblems
Be flexible In sdhedulingworkshifts to a000mmodate employees
Biro at least one that has good English skills to actas an Interpreter and
place him/her in a higher position than the rest

Expect to encounter cultural differences
Keep a good balance in numbers of various ethnic groups hired
Tbur and talk to other companies that have hired refugees/entrants
No differential treatment



VISL CURRICULUM PROCESS

The following article "Designing a Curriculum Outline for the Work

Situation" provides an overview of the entire VE3L materials development

process.
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TESL wit0.
Desigulng a Curriculum Outline for the Work
Situation

Jan Lay&
Margaret Blackwell

Omwing concern for the work-related
language needs of adult immigunta has
kal lo the magma ofprograms
spedlically designed to help people use
isiglish more effecrively in the work
situation. Such programs are taking
place on job sites, in institutions and in
drop-in, informal settings. Their overall
goal is to help people funcdon mote
imiependently in the Job situation.

lhe scarcity of specializedcurricula,
I materials and experienced ESL staff

Arellects the experimental nature of such
1,31

,programs in Canada. Although we have
I 'acknowledged die need, we are only

beginning to focus serious attention on
the specifics of program development,
central to whkh is curriculum design.
For the instructor or curriculum
developer the major dillicully usually
lies hs his "outsider" status. That is, he
is not pad of the learners' environment
and, therefore, does not come to the
situation with an understanding of their
needs in the work context. Ile does not ...

"know" the workplace. Thus, he is
faced primarily with the task of
determining etc patterns of* language
use hr a Socki context to which he (in
most cases) does not 'belong.' Ile must
discover, as Fishman so aptly puts it,
"wko speaks (or writes) what language
(or what language variety) to whom
and when and to what end." (1969, p.
46). Such sociolinguistic informadon
helps us to identif`y the communication
pps which exist for the second
WPM sneaker In a tintlintIne settle..

I.

We propose in thb paper to suggest
one way of systemadcally approaching
the task of designing a !Unctionsl
curriculum outline for a walk-oriented
'program. Thal is, how do we get
started? We believe this model is a
process which can be adapted for
Insdlutionally-based, mirk-oriented
programs* us well as for programs held
In the workplace. The model-attempts
to meet two needs. 11 provides I) a
system for planning prior I. the
beginning of a program, and 2)
framework Ibr on.going curricuhins
deielopmentin which the teacher and
the learners participate together. 11 is
baud on the identification of
communkadon situations. organized
Into II homework for establishin
specific learning ollectives. We have
defined the process In terms of six
stages of development, each of which is
briefly described end illustrated as
applkd to a program held in a garment
factory. We note, where applkabk,
distinctive features of Insthurionally-
band programs.

'My on InsilletteniNy.based wont. we mean
invite otreted by se edecitIonst Institudon
tech es e cotnntotilly colter et school bow&
dedford to report students rni the lanyttsge-
telaied tequhemenb or pnaketor type el wodt,

t. office sloth, roil besInm monsgement.
ptewhool/dayeste we'll. Modems wWI come to
dais whh rattled wntlt eryttlences end

ohnn Int the Woe; Shoo**........
Stage I: Prellushrary Orienfallon to the
Work Setting

In 110 dage the leacher/planner should
leans everything possible about the
work situadori, and establish daily
communication with one key resource
staff person (e.g., training supervisor),
as well as regular conrmenkalion whir
supervisors and other English-speaking
gaff. Resources such as training
manuals, orientation booklets, sample
pay cheques, time sheets, slides, etc.
should also be compiled. Specifically,
the leacher should smoke some
understanding/knowledge of:
_tha company's business operations,

history, role within the industry,
financial status, etc

--company procedures (e.g., for
swinging overlime), regulations (e.g.,
safely), routines (e.g., lunch shifts),
ekployee polities anal benefits.

equipment and meterisls: types,
pads, Ibnctions, maintenance
procedures and problem.

progress of the product from start to
finish.

role of/attitudes towards the union
(and, specifically, the second
langoage speaker's involvement).

specific operations performed by the
workers, relevant terminology, work-
related language.

common work-related problems and
repair procedures.

the workers' daily routine.
so overview of communication

problems: work-related, social,
culanal, etc.

Planning Ibr the institutionally-based
program will be more difficult. Since

the Job situation.ir essentially a
hypothetical one, shullar kinds of
information will have to be collected,
but from a varier). of MUM. For
example, a person desigoing curriculum
for office workers will need illforilladoll
horn insthutioos ofkring commercial
training (e.g., business or community
colleges) as well as from loacialial
employers (e.g., large firms, such as the
IOSUrallee Corporation of Oritish
Columbia Of small employers SIKh as
local social service agencies).

It will also be necessary to establish
amtacts with persons in the community
who can act as resource people in
curriculum plamdsrg. For an office
workers course, for example, such a
person might be a commerdal training
program instructor, or a personnel
director responglak for in-servke
training in a company employing u
large ckrk:d Nan

Stage 2: IbuslIzing 1he

Communications NeInnek

In this stage tire teacher/planner begins
to look al 'who talks to whom' in the
actual job situation. The sodogram
below indicates direct mid ludirect
communication patterns In a garment
factory. The sewing operator, who may
well be a second laquage speaker, is
central to this Migration because her
needs. In this instance, are our foremost
concern. The notion or indirect
conummication is important because It
is Inhumation received Second-hood
that so often results hr
misunderieniing, creating special
problems ror the second Inuguage
learner. See figure I.

'BEST CITV MMII c
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A sedogram for an Institutionally- conimunication patterns between
based provam will be based either an cittetodes of persons. Both types are
I hypothetical work situation ur on ilitstrated in Figure 2.
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Stage 3: Identifying Wotk

Itesponsihilities

If the overall course objective Is to help
people function more independently in
the job situation, work-related language
needs must be identified. That is, the
leacher/planner needs to know what
ineople do in their work for which they
need language and, thus, the purpose
which language serves. A good source
here is the job description, available in
many companies. Staff, of course, can
provide details. The process would be

I. list the work duties of the
(potenliel) learners in detail.

2. lost the work duties of the

person(%) with whom the secodd
language speakers need to
communkate (based on the
sociograrn, stage 2).

3. list the work responsibilities of
people outside the workplace with
whom the learners need or might
wish to communicate (e.g., a
receptionist will deal with
salesmen, clients, telephone .

callers, etc.).
4, link those duties which may or

will involve some communication
between the second language
speaker and anyone else in the
work setting.

Figure 3 illustrates this singe.

Figure .1

Work Responsibilities

'Setting operator (ESL Learner)

I. penforms sewing operations as
requested

2. requests work/* pplies/accessories/
recut%

3. watches quality
repairs own mots
returns improperly
sewn pieces for repair.
returns dirty pieces
for cleaning

4. maintains .etving machine
5. fills out ti..le sheet
6. cakulate/keep track of earnings.
1. notify company when

arrange for time off, leave,
overtime.

1 )

Utility girl

(2) distributes work/supplies/
aicessories/recuts.

(3) returns dirty/improperly sewn
pieces for cleaning/repair resp.

(4) cequests mechanic.
(5) collects time sheets.

Supenisor

(OM decides allocation of
work

(4) responsible for maihine
maintenance,

(I)&(3) responsible for quality
of work

gives instructions
Willi sewers
(5) checks thnie sheets
(8) arranges overtime/dine off/leave

for workers & re-assignment.
(6) mediates for workers re earnings/

personal maws

okylone ror the Woe!: Sihooloo

In a program spousored by an
educntional institution for persons
involvell in or interested in doing a
particular kind ofjob, it will be
necessary to develop a hypothetical job
description from a variety of actual
descriptions collected in Stage I. For an
dike workers' program, fur example, a
job description would have to be
assembkd front a variety or different
kinds of office jobs, e.g., secretary,
receptionist, typist, Me clerk. In the
preihninary planning, the planner
should focus on jobs which second
language speakers tend kr hold or are
Hilly to obtain. Once the class begins,
OA actual experiences and aspirations
of the learners will become the basis for
onring development.

Flom this poini on we will make no
Ordeal's mention of distinctive
features of institutionally-based

tiograms. The remaining stages can be
.applied to any type ofprogram
organization.

Sloes 4: Identifying Communication

Situations

Once the work sesponsibilities are
compiled. the next stage is to identify
communication situations which can
serve as a basis for lesson planning. Ily
matching the job descriptions of ESL
workers and English-sr:MI%
can now identify communication needs
which are mote critical to the worker in
performing his job duties competently.
For exampk, w the sewing operator is
responsible for maintaining the sewing
machine, the utility girl for contacting
the a tchanic, then a communkatkm
situation occurs when the sewing
operator asks tine utility girl to send the
mechanic.

This stage helps to tinnily the notion
of communication as bolo an initialing
mid responding process. For exampk,
if one conshkts the %mit duties related
to the distribution of supplies, the
learner may, on one occasion, Initiate a
request for more supplies, while on
another occasion, may have to lespond
to the utility girl's question, "Are you
ready for more work?" Figure 4
provides scone examples of this siege..

Figure 4

Communication Situations

SEWINUOPERATOR44UTILITYGML SEWING OPERNIGR-4SUPEKVISolt

obtaining/providing work/
supplies/accessories/recuts
repair/cleaning of pieces
twanging for machine repair
Ming out/turning in/collecting
lime sheets, daily earning slips,
etc.

socializing

delegating/carrying out work
reseonsibilities
malmnining machines
arranging rot ovetdme, re .

assignment, lime off
clarifying wage problems &
procedures
keeping track of tinne/wonk
produced, elc.
lux-61171nm
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, ;Stage 5: Identifying spcdhlc Language
Functious

The teadier/planner now nLds a way
of organizing the informatibn which
has now been compikd int4 a

' manageable framework for on-going,
development. We suggest @matrix

, which provides for the analYsis of these
communication situations hito three

, categories of kerning objecilves:

m

TER 1A nktlum h Ihr Wiwk Shusik.n

I. work-related: to assist the !carnal
in their actual job performance.

2. expressive: to P.ssist the learners in
expressing mend needs,
emdlions, ophslons, etc., in
telipon to the situation.

3. integrative: to enable lire learners
to telate effectively on an
interpersonal level with co-
workers.

Figure 3

Language Etmetioni

Commun. Situation Commun. Situation Commun. Shirai ion

Arranging for
(ivertime/lime-
off
I)

Arranging for
Repair (machine/
garment)
1)

Carrying Out
Work Resporrsiblillies

3)
Specific functions Specific Functions Specific Functions s.

state need i

stale details
request wage info.
request permission
explain problem
respond to req.

for overtime

describe problem
stale need

.

request assistance '
respond to

questions

describe trocedure
read wor order

card
request help,

instructions,
clarification

understand response
repeal explanation.

gain person's
attention politely.

greet
express apprec.
A-interrupt politely

,

stale reason

apologize for
inability to
comply w/req.

express &sells-
friction, anger.

.

I I

deny responsibility
for mistake

stale opluion

express annoyance,
frustration

accept/deny
responsibility

express confusion

apologize for
mistake

vespond to
rudeness, anger

justify behavior
raise anxiety

For exemple, consider the
communicadou situation ofanalysing
for machine repair. A work-related
objedive might be to describe the
medurnical problem to the utility girl
or supervisor. An expressive objective
might be to express one's annoyance or
frustration with the stoppage of work
caused by the breakdown of the
machine. An Integrative objective could
be gelling the mpervisor's attention
approptiately.

Mi situations will not necesiarily, of
course, have all thice components

'litho* we dearly often use these
erects simultaneously. We have found,
that the arose cotnplex, emotional
aspects of communication can be
overlooked when teachers are
coricerned 'with 'uselbl' or 'fiructional'
language. We hope, then, to offer an
approach to needs analysis which
encompasses the total range of the ESL
learner's communication needs.

Figure 3 porkies limber illustration
.of this stage.

Stage 6: DesignIng a Lesson

'One of the problems with curricula
which merely stale objectives Is the gnp
between the curriculum and the
classroom. Thal is, there is little in the
structure of the curriculum to tell us, as

. teachers, how II can be uses A
curriculum, then, must incorporate a

"lesson' or 'classroom' component
establishing this link.

A lesson design, not to be confused
with a lessen plan, establishes this link
between the curriculum and the
cinssroorn. A lesson design consists of a
set of the following lesson components:
cmnmurrication situations; language
Rtncdons; structure; expressions and
vocalmlary; learning activities; and
IMMO. WC will now proceed to

114

briefly rincribe and consider SOW of
the issues involved in each of Ilicse
componentt

lime selection or a communkotion
situation front an essessment or
priorities ha the workplace provides the
learning focus (e.g., 'carrying out work
responsibilities). Next, we moraine the
situation we have chosen (or the
karners have requested) and identify
"elle language Ihnctions pert:doing to
work-related, expressive and integrative
needs, selecting one or more pertahrhog
as learning objectives. The functions
will determine the choke of structure
which can now be chosen on the basis
of I) ovuall usefulness and
applkability and 2) appropriateness lo
the lemuners' competency. For example,
in order to request ir 13.I111C.knist 3

'beginuing' !tamer will form direct
questions, an 'intermediate' korner will
Form indirect questions. Or, in
expressing confusion a 'beginning'
learner will form negative statements
(e.g., "I don't understand") while au
'intermediate' learner will form
statements such as "I'm afraid (that) I
don't quite ... I".

We should note here that if we
believe adults will learn Ant is
foructional to their needs we need not
adopt traditional methods of
sequencing structure. In addition, the
notion or the acquisition of structure as
a spiralling process implies that ir
relevant and uselld functions and
structures are chosen they will appear
repentedly in reinthm to many
communication situations. The
reinforcement component. them Is built
into lids approach. Thos, we need imi
insist on the 'absolute' learning of a
structure at any one time, though we
may choose hi rows on it.

The next step is lo isolate evirsifons
mud vocabulary. This will helh
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detesndne the r01111 our stmetural
choices will take as well as highlight
idiomatic UM of language. Tfie
expressions may form the cote of the
communicative activities in itie
classroom.

Now we must make decisions about
spedric learning activities. This
component becomes the initial st.tge of
specific lesson planning and focuses on
the integration of language skills. That
is, what kind of listening, speaking,
reading and wrhing activities will 1)
facilitate the acquisition of functionfl

6, 11?!;1.

fimguage and 7) finks awareness of the
Inkgrated nature or communication.
We kuk specifically here at reading
and writing needs as well as speaking.
And (inally, we determine and augur
for resources, clasroom aids,
participation of English speakers and
related out.ofclass activities. It is
important to note, too, that Implicit in
this process is the building in or an
informational) i.e., what content Is 10
be Incosposated?) and cultural
component. !Figure 6 gives an example

.
of this stage.

Figure 6

Sample Lesson Design

I. Communkation Situation:

Carrying out work responsibilities

II. Language Functions;

Wosk-related: Integrative

greet superv.
in(errupt politely.

request instructions,
help, clarification.

mks:bind response to
above.

read work order card
fill out timi sheet

request mote work

ill. Structure:

simple, polite requests
iodised requests

negatives

statements with clauses
word order
modals

Expressive

Apologise for mistake

accept/deny resp.

justify behavior

IV. Expressions i4 Vocabulary:

how do (should) I. 7 garment pieces/accessory
could you tell me how to 1 & machine terms

Excuse me, locations! prepositions
-I'm sorry, but Instsuctional terms

I'm afraid 1 ,

0
r

t'wookohnot Ft, Ih, Wook

V Learning Activities (samples)

BEST COPY AVMLABLF

Listening: Learners listen to and follow series of instructions.
Speaking: Learners suggest and practice types of requests:

practice giving and responding in pairs.
Reading: Learners mad and explain work order card.
Writing: Learners complete time sheet according to ptevhms day's work.

VI. liesources/Alfils

sewing machine time sheets
finkhcd garment work order cards
pieces tape measure

thread

Partictitka of English (LI) Speakers/Out of Class Activities
1,1 supervisors brainstorm Instructional problems with L. woskers. Attempt toidentify language needed for specific CS.

supervWrs participate in classroomgive instructions, respond to requests, etc.learners assigned task: report next day on one conversational exchange whiritihity girl/supervisor (repeal cony.)
lumen assigned task: repeat one conversational exchange between LI I workerand supervisor.

'
Conclusion

,

We would like to note some issues
which are !Linimentsl to the
exploration of work-related programs.

11 What is the range of needs we
have a right and/os oblignibm to
deal with in the work context?
Where does out emphasis ik?
That is, are we irying lb help the
worker cope with the work
situation, Of ase'we more
interested In getting idm out of
the situatibn (and into a better
one)? Do we leach hint work
skills, Import information (e.g.,
worker rights), foster resistance to
'the system?'.There are some
philosoplukal issues here which
we must address, for we need to
be clear In our direction. And
finally, to what extent should we
deal with the worker's needs
outside of the workplace?

2. !low can the learners and the
English-speakers hr the workplace
participate cooperatively in needs
determination? Dow much do we
have the right to decide for them?

3, flow can we use this approach
for long-term planning/ !low can
we emnbine long-term planning
(for continuity and pussult of
gook) with the flexibility of
planning 'as it happens?'

4. And finally, how eirectively rlo
adults learn in such a program?
What seems apparent, then, Is Ihe
need for comprehensive research
and evnItration or wmk-related
programs In order first such
programs may be seen us viable
alternative to our cmsent
approaches to Englkh instruction
for immigrant minks.

Jan Leulin and Margaret Mallen ore
with the Kmcoura Community
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VISITING THE JOB SITE



PROCEDURES FOR GATHERING INFORMATION AT THE JOB-SITE

The first step in setting up a VESL class is to visit the job-site and
identify important information. Suggested procedures are listed on the
following handout.

t PP'



INFORMATION GATHERING AT THE JOB SITE

10 Talk to the personnel department, supervisor(s), workers - both English
speaking and limited English speaking, union representatives/officers.

1.1. Find out about the factory.

1. Its history
2. Its organization
3. Its operations
4. Its size
5. Its procedures
6. Its impact on the community
7. The role of unions
8. The daily schedule

9. The opportunities for training and advancement

1.2. Find out about the factory and its experience with the limited English
SpeWng.

1. g.'he numer/per cent of limited English speaking mrker4 - botn past and
present.

2. The number/per cent of bilingual supervisors.
3. The ethnic backgrounds of tt'e limited English speaking.
4. Communication, work-telated, or cultural problems that have occurred between

worker & personnel staff. Between worker & supervisors. Between worker 4
. worker.

5. Staff opinions regarding language' nep0§:

.1.3. Find out about the specific job(s) that are open

1. Specific job tasks.
2. Prerequisite skills
3. Working conditions

4. Working relationships with other people
5. Opportunities for training and advancement

1.4. Find out about the language needed.for.the specific job.

1. The situations and settings
2. The people whom the LESA will be communicating with
3. The actual language ( vocabulary and structures), .communication functions,

and language skills.

Instructional Coordinators and Support Staff Workshop, September 12, 1980
Indochina Professional Training Center, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005
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1.5 Find nut about the language needs for social interaction on the job.

1. The situations and settings.
2. The people whom the LESA will be communicating with.
3. The specific language (vocabulary and structures), communication functions,

and language skills.

1.6 Collect :ay written materials that the LESA will be exposed to

Examples: forms - time sheets, requests for leave, etc.
manuals
memo - regarding overtime, company policies, safety
schedules

2.0 Tour the factory

2.1 Confirm what the staff told you about the factory.
2.2 Observe/note safety signs on walls, machinery, etc.
2.3 Record interactions if possible.

Worker - worker
Worker - supervisor

- I /If

leferences: Industrial En lish T.C. Jupp and S. Hodlin. Heinemann Educational--
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°Designing a Curriculum Outline for the Work Situation," Jan Laylin
and Margaret Blackwell, TESL Talk Winter/Spring 1979.
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INTERVIEW INSTRUMEMS

At the first N.E.C. oarkshop, participants drafted and field-tested three

questionnaires to be used when viditiia job-site and interviewing ccopany.
staff. These qmstionnaires ulere also used at the Region V lorkshop. 'They

can be found on the following pages.



CX2SITOMAIRE MR PERSONNEL

1. What is the goal of the company?

2. What is the role of the company in the commnity?

3. What is the organizational structure of the company?

4. How racy levels of management 'are there?

5. Wm large is the company?

6. Hai many emi:Iloyees are there? Salarieea Hourly?

7. What ace the various skill levels of the employees?

8. What is the ethnic background of the %%lockers? Supervisors? Managerent?

9. Are there any bilingual staff in supervisory positions?

10. What experience has the company had with Indochinese (1Z2)?

11. What are the companies hiring procedures?

a. How are the application fames filled out? On-site, outside tbe
company awl mailed in, eic.? .- sr '

/Or

b. What kinds of interviews are there? Who interviews? Sow are the
interviews judged2

o. What kind of test= are there? Physical, psychological, language,
other?

d. What is the policy on hiring family members/relatives?

12. What are the empinyaent policies? !burs/shifts, benefits (life, health,
, education), vacation, mrkdays, sick days, docking, overtime?

13. Mat are the policies for advancement/promotion?

14., What %mid be some characteristics cc personal qualities that you think
are important for the jabs you have available?

15. Are there machines that require tba operator to have certain physical
abilities?

16. What expectations dose the =many have for its employees? (Education,
icrk experience, training, prerequisite skills, ecerience %corking in
American &spades or with native English speakers, etc.)

- 24
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1. What kind of experiences have you had with Indochinese man
If the company has experience with Indochinese or limited English speakers:

a. What is your opinion about Irdochinese workers (UEP' s)?

b. How are the Indochinese (UEP) work habits? (Punctuality, reliability,
etc. )

C. Bow do the English speaking coL.workers feel about the Indochinese or
cum)?

d. What can the Indochinese CLEO do to improve relations with tlie Americans
on the job and on the breaks?

e. Are there any technical skill areas in which Indochinese (LEP) workers
need to be better prepared?

f. Do the Indochinese (LEP) use their own Language at work? Are there any
prcblems beommie of it? If yes, what kind of problems/

2. What is the physical layout of your factory'? (Lanch room, restrooms, time
clock, parking, lodker, first aid, maintenance).

r

3. What equipsent cr. tools are supgAia by the compamy and what lust be supplied
by the Employee

4. What clothing Is
apprcpriate/required/furnistad2

5. What equitxtent is appropriateireci3 ixed2

6. What is the role of the union?

7 What procedures do you follow for picsenteeism and tardiness?
8. *-it safety procedures would you like them to kncm?

9. What is the procedure for checking in and out?

10. What is the daily routine of a workee?

11. What typo of bre.e*ks are there? (Foor lunch, cof fee etc. )

12. Who wculd the workers report to if they are bort2 If they have paycheck
questices? If they need new material? If they have broken =caner"?

- 25 -
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SUPERV/SORS (Cont.)

13. Who else do the workers report or talk to?

14. What areas of English do the workers need help in?

15. What forms do the employees need to till out? May we have copies?

16. Axe there common phrmses or words which the Indochinese (LEP) misunderstand?

17. What slang terms do you use that the Indcchinese (LEP) have ircuble with?

18. What areas of English do the IndoChinese (UM) need help in?

19. What are the common misfunctions of the machines and the slang terms?

20. What can we do to help as VESL teachers?

..'r
0 /3Y
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ENZISEI-SPEARIM ICBMS

1. What do you do on breaks? ;tare yon go?

2. What do the Indochinese (In) do daring breaks?

3. Is conversation alloted during work?
What are the min topics of conversation during breaks?

4. What ldnIs of things do yea talk abcut? (Workers' families, supervisors,=party policy, sports, etc.)

5. What do ycu talk abost with your Irdochinese (LW) 'co-worker?

6. Have the Ira:chines. (In) had di/acuities? If yes, what kind of
difficulties? (Getting to work on time etc.)

7. What ispressions do ycu have of, the vay the Indochinese (LEP) handle the
ice?

8. In what way does the Indochinese (In) co-worker react to the
supervisor s instruction?

9. In what %say does your Iniochinese (1,8d) co-gtorker need supervisice2

. 10. What &es the Iraochinese (Im) worker do when there is a problem on thejob? Are his or her acticos appicaiate or inapprcpriate, effective or
ineffective, and why? Bow does it contrast with the Auerican viorker's
handling of the problem?

11. To what extent do you socialize with ycor Indochinese (In) co-worker?

12. Sow do yea react when the incbchirese (In) workers =verse in theiroat language? If it bothers you, why?

1.3. Bow di yol m:dify your English to allow for the limited language leffel?
14. Aside frcra language, are there other problems areas? If yes, what aretiler
33. Save you hal any misunderstandings with tte Indochinese (LW) workers?13cow did re handle the situation?



TIPS FOR PLANNING AND CONDUCTING JOB-SITE VISITS

After Region V vmrkshop participants visited the sites, they brainstormed a
list of suggestions for making such visits successful.

A. Planning the Visit

1. Begin by finding out as much information as you can about the
=many - its size, type of product or service, etc. Sucin
information can be found by:
a. Asking the Chamber of Connerce for information.
b. Using the Industrial Guide
c. Using the Dun and Bradstreet printouts, available through the

Department of °amerce and Camunity Affairs
d. Using the Yellow Paws
e. Asking other people who know the conpany
f. Calling the coupany directl.y and asking

2. Do not be afraid to call and ask ,for information about the ccapany.
r fir

3. Write a letter explaining who you are and why you will be contacting
the c Fcapany BEORE you make the call.

4. Have an agency staff member who is familiar with the company staff
m...ke the initial phone call.

5. Call the company to confirm your visit 2-3 days before the
designated date.

6. Plan your questions before the visit.

7. Find cot if there is a union. (This may affect the type of
questions you will ask.)

8. Select the best staff person to make the visit. The person shouldhave the ability to ask questions, be concise, and sumarize.

9. Consider sending 2 or more people if possible. Each person can look
for different things or talk to different pecple.



B. Conducting the Interviews

1. Dress appropriately.

2. Clearly explain the purpose of the visit at the beginning of the
visit. Re-explain the purpose to each person ynuneet.

3. In your introductions, tell the company staff that the information
is confidential. Indicate that the visit is an educational
experience for you (us) and that it is not public information.

4. Be clear on the information you need. Ask specific questions and
stay on task.

5. Identify all possible employment areas for refugees. Make
suggesticns for possible jobs - the employer may not realize the
possibilities.

6. Ask for printed materials - job orientation manual, job
descriptions, etc.

7. Find out if job descriptions overlap and if employees perform other
tasks in addition to what they were hired to do.

8. Check advanoanent and job security opportunities.

9. Walk around and formally or informally talk to the employers and
employees.

Pr
10. Observe the working and social interaction. Do the employees and

foreman spend the break together or separately? Is the atmosphere
"open" or "closed"?

11. Identify the staff wbotrain the employers and the kind of training
offered.

12. Write dom the langwe you bear. Ask the employer how much and
what kind of English is needed iu the skill areas of listening,
speaking, reading, and writim. Assess the language needed for
filling out forms and performing tasks.

13. Do nct be afraid to ask clarifying questions, especially when
special vocabulary or jargon is used, as "johny mop".

14. Send a followbp thank you letter.
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THE FONC:ICNAL APPROACH M VESL 14ATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
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MOM= FOR IDENTIFYING 0144UNICATIVE FUNCTIMIS

The first stage of VESL materials developent involves the identification of
the roles and canainicaticm functions, that is, who is talking to whcm, what
the situation is and "why" they are carsunicating. There are two useful
scurces for ccasunicative functions that relate to the job-site. The first
is the list of functions from Industrial English and the second is the list
of functions covered in the text English for Your First Job. Both are

useful references for VESL teachers wbp are tiying to identify the language
requirements for a job.

- 31 -
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LANMAGEFUNZZIONS

1. NUmbers: counting.
2. Spelling your name.
3. Identifying objects by codes.
4. Identifying yourself at work.
5. Simple physical instructions.
6. Correcting someone politely.
7. Pronouncing and spelling your

name clearly,
8. Greetings and farewells.
9. Simple physical instructions.
0. Identifying a personal object.

11. Instructions for a simple
manual job.

12. Talking about your family.
13. Greeting: after a weekend.
14. Telling the time, asking and

answering questions about
time.

15. Reading printed times.
16. Greetings: at the start of

the day.
17. Greeting and responding.
18. Instructions for a job

sequence.

19. -Alerting someone to look out
for something in a job
sequence.

20. Instructions for collecting.
21. Introducing yourself.
22. Introducing other people.
23. Farewell at the end of the

day.

24. Indicatimg location of an
objective.

25. Polite requests.

26. Making personal contact with
a colleague.

26. Exchanging personal infor-
mation with a colleague.

.27. Identifying yourself in the
factory.

28. Indicating location,
29. Instructions.
30. Talking aboult measurements.
31. Repeating and responding

when not understood.

- 32 -

32. Indicating failure to
hear or understand.

33. Requesting help.
34. Repeating instructions

back.
35. Witing down measured

quantities.
36. Talking about weight.
37. Repeating what someone

has said to a third
person.

38. Listening and repeating
the basic essentials
of a message.

39. Responding to a request
for help.

40. Passing on information
to a third person.

41. Reporting back a message.
42. Listening to, repeating,

and passing on infor-
nation.

43. Apologizing.
44. Asking for an explanation

about something wrong.
Asking fOr attention and

acknowledging.
Giving information about

your workplace and job.
47. Describihg a person's

appearance.
48. Indicating physical posi-

tion and directions.
49. Showing someone around home

mx1 mrkplace.
50. Understanding and talking

about a diagram.
51. Describing medmnical

processes.
52. Indicating sequence and

logical relationships in
a process.

53. Understand and talking
a diagram.

54. Indicating importaat per-
sonal responsibilities.

55. Explaining how you carry
out a process.

/0-

46.

4



IANGUAGEFOICTIONS

56. Explaining how you
carry out a
process.

57. Describing the actions
in sequence of your
job.

58. Giving warning of danger.
59. Inquiring about possible

dangers.
60. Instructions on safety for

jdbs.

61. Pointing out a hazard.
62. Reporting mlnor personal

injuries.

63. Understanding safety notices.
64. Understanding fire precautions.
65. Asking fo r. and giving an ex-

planation of a fault.

-i.r '
It,

FROM: laidaVrialtl1141, T.C. ZUpp and S. Hoidlin, Heinemann Ed. Books, 1975.
Linda Mrowickif "VESL Materials Far The Job-Site." Janumry 26 and 271.1982.

1/20/82:sbm
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FUNCTIONAL OERVIEW OF TEXT

Unit A * Asking about and identifying fallow workers and supervisors

* Reading name tags

* Understanding alphabetical sequence

Unit 3 Following directions to maks smoothing by watching another parson

Following directions to maks smoothing by looking at a model or
sample pieta of finished work

Following directions to make somethirg, when such directions
have color-coded patterns

Understanding number sequences

Incroducing yourself to a co-workor

, r

Unit C Following spoken directions witit iacompanying gasturei in order
to put things rday, based aa a code system. (e.g., a warehouse)

Raading latter and number codas

Raquasting repetition of directions, by indicating that directions
given have mot boon undarstnod

* Acknowledging that you understand directions given

Followiig spoken directions to get or bring an item from
inventory or warehouse stock

Unit D Following spoken diracnions for cleaning

* Understanding spoken diractions which hrve references to planes
or objects Ln tha immodiata work area

Undorstanding.spatial tarms when spoken

Undarstanding physical.gostures usad to indicate spatial terms

Asking clarification about job assignmants and directions

following a series of spokan directions

Orally reporting that work is completed

- 34 -it;



Unit E Understanding oral feedback about quality of work in
relation to mistakes La assembly

Understanding oral feedback about uListakes made La putting
things away

Understanding oral feedback about working too slowly andabout incomplete work

Acknowledging positive or negative oral feedback

Unit F Recognizing safe and unsafe pracd.oes in relation to:

rastrioted areas
special clothes
smoking
fire

lifting

ming attention
pucing things away

Unit G Reading work schedules

. ,

Reading compsay rules for work hours

* Reading tine cards and time clocks

Talking to fellow worksrs about preferences in work schedules

* Talking to fellow workers about daily schedules

Unit R Asking a fellow worker to join you on a break

Understanding company pol.oy about where and when to cake breaks

Asking/telling wtera a fellow worker 14

Talking to a fe1low worker about Last weekend

Talking to a fellow worker about next weekend



IJnit I Telephoning in sick for yourself, in a large factory

Telephoning in sick for yourself, in a small business

Telephoning in sick for another parson (family member)

Reading company rules for reporting sick

Describing simple illnesses

Talking or asking about a fellow worker who is out sick

* Greeting a fellow workar just returning from being out sick

Cal: J * Asking far your paycheck

Signing for your paycheck

Raadink a paycheck to identify gross pay, net pay, and
deductions

Filling out a 4-4 form

Talking about your family wiih worker

rom: English For Your First Job D. Prince & J. Gage, 1981.
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VESLLESSCNS

Each VESL lesson should Identify the cpygUnication flinction, situation,

grammatical strucbires and necessary information about the culture and the
communication. Participants emmniried and discussed sample lessons which

could be used at varicus work-sites.
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FUNCTION
GRAMtIATICAL

STRUCTURIM

LESSoriuNTENI

INKRMATIMI
ABOUT

VOMBULARY snuATIctis 0314UNICATION

INFORMATION
ABOUT

CULTURE

- "SAYING GOODBYE

Leavetaking

Confirming

Previous: Goodbye

Tomorrow
at (time)

At work Importance of
confimnimg

Importance of
being punctual

/

.

New:
See you
(receptive)

*EXAMPLE 70 UNIT 103 - Kmeltimq New People"

Initiating
social
contact

Previous: - wh Occupations Break-time
at work

Reciprocal
qpestions

Acceptability
of initiating
social contact
with other
workers

questions with
present tense

--............,
/0,

* From A New Start, Mrowicki/Furnborough, Heinemann, 1982.



1YINGHELLO *Ammo

SAYING GOODBYE

1

Mary - Hello. HOw are you?
. Somsy :4Fine,..tilanic you. How r:re you?

Mary Fine, thanks.

dimmmmimir

/1

John: Goodbye, Moua.
Mow: Goodbye.
Johrr See you tomorrow at 9:00.
Moua: Yes, tomorrow at 9.

!Proms A NEW START, Hrowicki and Farnborough..
Heinemann Educational Books, Inc.



- -I_ - - John:
--Tuairc

Johrt.
Tuarr.

Tuan::..

John:
Tuan:-
John:*.

Tuart:

133'

Hello. What's your name? fiv
Tran Anh Tuan. What's yours? .

I'm John Smith. What do you do?
I'm an assembler. What's your job?
I'm a mechanic.
I see.

Do you live near here?
Yes, on Gold Street Where do you live?
On Gold Street, too! Oh, there's the foreman. See you later.
Bye.

FTOMI A NEW EMT, Hrowicki and Farnborough. 1

Heinemenn Educational Books, Inc., -
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ASK= THE SCIPERvIMR S/SISTEW S PERMISSION

ODntext: The &mastic' a routine is likely to be fairly rigid, and any
deviations fran it will need permission.

Larxruage Ptmetion: Me dzmestic asks permission of a supervisor/nurse.

Struumire: Present sincle questions with Can.

EuiiTwrit Slities, clockfaces, etc.

Present a number of situations in which a dcamstic might need to ask
permission of a svervisor or nurse, using slides, or lime.

5mnp1e5: going off duty early
giving tea to a patient on a diet
cleaning an office at a particular time
leaving the lard for a personallypiason, etc.

Present and practice the following way of asking permission.

Can I go off early this afternoon, please?
Can I clean your office now, sister?
Can I leave the floor till. tcmarrow?
Can I go dose for coffee now please?
Can I go to see the staff health =se please?
Can I lake Mr. Evans for his tea?
Can I give sore water to Mrs. Janes?

frail: English for Demesiic Staff, by Elizabeth Laird, Pathway Centre,
Sozthhall, United Itingdon.

Linda Mrpwicki, "De7elopim; VESL 14atarials for the Job-site". January 26
and 27, 1982

1/21/82
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HOW TO TELL SOMEONE YOUR MME

Context: Students may panic if they are /lc: understood immediately
when giving their name. They nay repeat their name hurriedly and
unclearly or may relapse into silence. This item aims to teach them
to repeat themselves slowly and clearly.

Language function: Clarifying a misunderstanding. The student takes
the part both of initiating and responding.

Structure: Present tense question. What's your name?

Pronunciation: It is important to get the idea of misprounciation
over to the class, and the ilea that otber people may have difficulty
in pronouncing students' names.

Method: Present the following dialogue with your own name, acting
out both sides youself, and using the puppet, cut-out or flashcard to
indicate the other person in the dialogue.
Present the following tape item:

Tape item 5: What's your name?
Tbny Perkins.
Tony Parker?
No, Tbny Pexkins.
Tb-ny Per-kina: 'er/j;

Oh, I see, Tbny Perkins.
Yes, that's right.

Listen

Now get the whole class to respond with their own Lames to the second
part of the tape item.

What's your name?

Sorry?

I beg your pardon?

0, I see, I've got it now.

FROM: English for Cateril=, Elizabeth Laird, Pathway Centre,
Southhall, United

Linda Meowicki, "Developing VESL Materials !Cr The Job-Site." January
26 and 27, 1982

1/21/82:Abm
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LEARNING Acrivnams

There is a wide variety of ESL activities which can be incorporated into
VESL materials. Three of the most useful are described in the following
handoits.

- 'i'r
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WHAT THEY ARE:

COMMUNICATTVE DIALOGS

Interchanges between people in a "real-life" situation. An example
is the interchange between a foreman and assembler in a factory.
The students practice thgl role that is relevant to them (the
assembler). The other role is intended for listening comprehension
(foreman).

WRITING A DIALOG: 1. Identify the communication needs of the students.

2. Choose situations and topics that are relevant to students.

3. Reep the language natural!
The language for the students' role should be controlled, etc.
- the utterances shoald be within their linguistic capacity.
The language for the "other role" should not be as tightly
controlled. Remember - in the "real world", students have to
interact with people who do nct limit their utterances to the
language students have nmastered".

TEAM= TUE
DIALOG: 1. Set the context. (Visuals, realia,

explanation of setting, etc.).

2. Say the dialog.

3. Ask comprehension questions as
appropriate. (Who is talking?!
Why are they talkinOr
Where are they talking?/
What are the emotional states of
each person?, etc.)

4. Say the dialog again.

5. Say the dialog.

6. Say the "other part".

7. Bole-play:
Askla student to come to
the front of the class.
Bole-play the situation.
Vamyytur speed and language
to more closely ammtximate
the uncontrolled, unstructured
situations in the real world.

Students listen.
Students respond
(individually).

Students listen.

Students repeat the
role(s)targeted for them to
learn. (Class/group/
individuallyl.

Students fill-in the
targeted role.

(Class/group/individually).



DEERCISE FOR PRACTICING ORAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Say the instructions.

2. Say each and perform
the action.

3. Say the instructicns.

4. Say each instruction.

5. Direct students to say, the
instructices.

Perform the appropriate action
after each instruction is given
you. "

/fr

6. Divide students into pairs.

Students listen.

Students listen and %etch.

Students perform the
actions.
((lass or individually).

Students repeat.

(class/group/individually).

Students say the
instructions.

Student Aa Says the.
instructices.
Student B: Performs the
actiors.
Students reverse roles.



EXERCISE FOR TEACHING SIGNS

1. EStablish the neaning of
the language on the sign.
(Demonstration, explanatin,
translation, etc.)

2. Say the language. Students demonstrate
comprehension.

3. Show the sign or write
the language on the
blackboard.

4. Read the si.dn. itY Students listen.

5. Read the sign again. Students repeat.

(Class/group/individually)

6. Show distinguishing
features of the words:
sounds, patterns, etc.

7. Point to the sign. Students read.
(Class/group/fndividually)



ICRESHOP PAW/WANTS' S LESS=
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MY 1983 WORKSHOP

Workshop participants had the opportunity to visit a bank, assembly

factory, or hotel. The purpose of the visit was to identify information

and language which would be the basis for VESL materials. After the visit,

participants wrote a brief description of the company, a description of a
worker' s job tasks and communication requirements, and a, VESL lesson.

ir
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ASSEMBLY MICKEY DESCRIPTION AND VEM LESSON



Size

location

Types of Jtbs

Levels of English

çny wants:
Levels of Management:

Wages/Advancemnt/
Job Security:
Unions:

Ethnic Make-up:

Dress:

Experience with
Ethnic Groups:
Probaems:

General Communication:

tia.nartt:

Hiring Procedures:

Peter Walton
DESCRIPTION: AAssegyr_n_cto___

400 employees and 35 managers

Urban, industrial

Assembly and simple =chines, non-skilled, technical-skilled

No English is needed for non-skilled worker

Group leader, fore= and managetent

Approximately $5/hour. (204/hr. more for night shift)

Closed shop

65% Spanish, 25% Polish, 10% mixed

Not specific

The majority are always Spanish.

No real problems - only isolated probaems. Situation is
considered good.

Newsletters in English, Polish, Spanish, when 30% of the
company is composed of one ethnic group the new language is

'added

r

Group leaders areganish and one Polish. Sane foremen are
bilingual. Most workers and most managetent are monolingual.

Application forms are picked up fran the office and mailed
in. They can be filled out by the individual or a surrogate.
Experience is considered in hiring within quotas. Answer to
reaction of hiring first Indochinese - hire morel

Community Relationships: Company moved frame Spanish area to a Polish area. licmq
employees are Poles.

Wcck Hours: 2 shifts. 2 coffee breaks, lunch or dinner break. Night
shift is not at full level.

Future Oppoctunities: Restricted hiring. Names kept on books for 6 months.

Pay Offs: Haised on seniority

Special Observations: Safety rules are demonstrated to non-Spanish/Polish/English_
Competition is encouraged Let-men lines which do the same
work. They are paid hourly - not per amount produced. The
foreman interviewed is convinced he can demonstrate a job to
anyone. General information is explained to new employees in
their own language (JVS supplies translators).
(Content: sickness, toilet, pay, etc.)
Worker complaints go to the foreman and then Tersonnel.

Problens/Complaints: No =plaints or problems with the Indochinese.



ASSEMBLY WCRKER

I. Job Task: - 1. Cperates a machine
2. Assembles parts

II. Sociogram: - The assembly vaDrker interacts with:

Inspectors

LUnion Staff

JVS
Interpreter

Co-workers

ASSEIMBLY

WORKER

Peter Walton

Group Ieaderl

,ir
t /tY Perscnnel

Office

III. Canmunication
Functicns: Between the drill operator and the group leader and/or foreman:

wan
Work: Requesting parts

Reporting errors or problerre with
parts or nuchines
Caaplaining
Describing illness

Requests information
about problems
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Peter Walton

Assembly_Worker VESL Lesson

Function: Requesting.

VOcabuLary: Previously learned: Washers, bobbins, I-bars, brackets, rotors.
New: A lot of/a few.

Grammatical
Structure: Count and non-count nouns.

Situation: The assembler requests parts from a co-worker.

Materials: Containers of washers, bobbins, I-bars, etc.

Activities: 1. Take the washers and put a few into one container
and a lot into another.
Say: "I put a lot of %ashers into one container."

"I put a fewwashers into the other container."

2. Point to one container.
Say: A lot of wshers. Students listen.
Say: A lot of washers. Students repeat.

Point to the other container.
Say: A few washers. Students listen.
Say: A fewmashers. Students repeat.

Point to one container.
Ask:. "Bow many?" .... r

Students say: "A few (elot)."

3. Continue the above steps with bobbins, I-bars,
etc.

After all students have correctly responded, go on to the
next step.

4. Give a student all the washers.
Sgy: "I want the washers." The student gives them

to you.
Introduce "/ neer in the above manner.
Use all the various parts.

5. Give a student the washers.
Say: "I need a few washers." The student

gives you a few.

Continue with all parts and val:y the requests with
"a few" and "a lot of."

6. Say: "I %ant a few washers." Studect, repeat. Continue
to model all statements with students repeating.

7. Divide students into pairs or small groups.
Pass out the parts.

Students request parts from each other using the language
practiced.
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BANK DESCRIPTION AND WSL LESSONS
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Marian Thacher

DEsauprioN: Bank

Size: 135 employees

Location: Northwest side of Chicago (urban, white, ethnic)

Types of Jobs: Proof operator, vault clerk, check filer, mail room clerk,
typist, teller

Level of English Variable, from "encugh to be interviewad" to "good
Required for Jcb communication skills"

Levels of Management: Many different job levels

Union: None

Ethnic Make-up: 28 language groups, largest graip was about 7 Russians. No
large proporticm of any cee group. Wide variety, including
Russian, Ethiopian, Pakistan, IraniNn, Hispanic, Chinese, etc.

Dress: Pbrmal

Problems with some 1. Same language problems, especially with talking on phone to
Ethnic Gtoups: customers

2. Complaints froth oVlig'employees aibout groups sticking
together and speakimg native language

3. Rule that native language spoken on breaks only
4. Few if any black foreign born

Management: Monolingual

Community Relationship: Like to hire people in the neighborhood

Hours: Both day and afternoon shift

Almost never place a newspaper ad. (Except fcc management
positions) Hire walk-ins and referrals from current
employees.

Special Cbservations: 1. Custcaers calling in are often and or frustrated already'
they are difficult to deal. with.

2. A company picnic is held every year; all groups come.
There is also an ethnic potluck once a year.
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MaritonThacher

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT DESK CLERK

I. Job Tasks - 1. Takes customer reqpests
2. Ansmers the phone
3. Does some paperwork and recordkeeping (such as, filling out

sign-in sheets)
4. Files checks (requires ability to alphabetize and read names

and addresses)

II. Sociogram - The safe deposite vault desk clerk interacts with:

Other
Workers

Custcmars
in

Pets=

Safe
Deposit
Clerk

1

r

Cust.cgers

(an

.m

Phone)

III. Carmtmicative Functions betmeen the clerk and the supervisors:

Work

Sccia.1

Clerk

Supervisor

10

Deprernrtmet I

Staff

Reqpests help or explanation

Reqpests raises, time-off, etc.,
"argues" politely

Greetings

Social conversation

180r

Gives instructions, makes requests
to clerk to do swathing

Sets deadlines

Responds to requests

Greetings

Social ccnversation

-55-
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Perscenell

Marian Thacher

min( FILER IN A BANK

I. Job Tasks - 1. File checks

2. Takes phone requests for information from tellers

II. Sociograms - The check filer interacts with:

Supervisor
I (in

Person)

\Custaners
(by phone

4111111MMINIM

Check
Filer

Other
Filers

Tellers
(by phone)

III. Camaunicative Med= between the check filer and the bank teller:

Check Filer Teller

Work

Social

Looks up information and gives
it cmer.the phone

Asks for clarification

Greetings

Social exchange

- 56 -
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Requests informtion

*AnSWers
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Marian Thacher

MIL ROOM CLERK IN A 114NK

I. Job tasks - 1. Receiving mail

2. Delivers packages to banks downstown and brings packages to
bank (sometimes carries $3 million). Requires ability to read
maps, street signs, nanes and addresses.

II. Sociogram - The mail room clsrk interacts with:

Departnent
Staff in

Other Banks

Other
Enployers

Mail
Roan
Clerk

.b.r.

It,

Other
Mailman
Clerks

Supervisor

III. Caammicative Functions between nail clerk and other bank staff

Work

Social

Asks directions

Introduces self

Relays messages

Requests return packages

Asks for directions

Greetings

Social conversation

Requests the clerk to vait

Requests the clerk to come to the
bank

Requesta the clerk to sign
PaPers

Gives directions

Greetings

Social conversation



Function:

VocabuLasz:

Grammatical
Structures:

Situation:

Information about
camunication and
culture:

Activities:.

Marian Thacher
Check Filer VESL Lesson

(Responding te-Floare4;iiTiHrTaii-information)

Taking phone request for information.

Amount Account number
Signature Name
Date Mdress
Balance Look up
Statement Give me

etc.

Find out

1. Receptive - information questions
"How much is...
"How many checks...
"What check number,"

2. Productive - Polite forms of request and response
"Would you..." "could you..." "Can you..."
"OK" "Hang on" "Just a minute."

Check filer receives a phone request for information from a
teller.

It is OK to ask for clarification or repetition. Ask specific
questions, as "Spell the name, please?", rather than "What did
you say?".

1. Give every staidenLef copy of a check or a sample check.
Explain the meaning of and discuss the vocabulary listed
above.

2. Practice giving information from the check.
Say "Please give me the check nuaber."
Students say the number.
Say "Could you read the amount?"
Students say the amount.

3. Ole-sided camunicative dialog.
Teller: "Hi, this is Mary. Can you get me the last check

number for Andersen, John P.?"
Clerk: "IHi, Mary. Could you spell the last name

please?"
Teller: Alas in apge, n-d-e-r-s-e-n.
Clerk: "e-n?"
Teller: That's right.
Clerk: Okay, hang on... That's e-n-d-e...
Maier: No, A-n-11.
Clerk: Oh, sorry. Just a minute. Here it is,

john P. Andersen, number 1027 for $12.95.
Teller: Thanks a lot.
Clerk: You're welcome.
a. Students listen to the dialog.
b. Students repeat the clerk's part.
c. Student's file in the clerk's part.
d. Role-play -

Teacher varies the name, request, spelling, etc.
- 58 -
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Cneck Filer VFSL Lesson (Cont. )

Activities: (Cont.)

4. Practice word examples for letters:
13 as in baby.

D as in dog.
This could be a game. Divide into 2 teams and give
alternately one person from each team a letter. The team
gets one point for appropriate response, e.g.
Teacher: C
Student: C as in cmt.

- 59
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EC= INKRWITICN AND VESL LESS=

/if
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Size:

Location

Types of Jobs:
Housekeeping

Stewards

Utility person

Cl.er ical/reception

Laundry

DESCRIPTION: Hotel

400 employees, 800 roams.

Urban, downtom.

Title
Housekeeping-general

Room attendents (maids)

Housemen (janitors)

Cooks

Dishwashers
Waiters
Stevards

Night cleaners

- r

t

PBX (telephone switchboard)
Reservation clerk
Bellboy
Security

contracted out

Mary Lofquist
Marti Matthews
Jai= Robinson
Mayuree Sciacca
Kathleen Sickles

Skill tel
semi-skilled, high beginning
(Level 2) English
unskilled, high teginning
(Level 2)

unskilled, high beginning
(Level 2)

skilled, intermediate (Level 3)

high beginning (Level 2)
semi-skilled advanced (Level 4)
semi-skilled, high beginning
intermediate
unskilled, high begimning
(Level 2)

semi-skilled, advanced (Level 4)
seni-skilled, advanced (Level 4)
unskilled, interrediate (Level 3
skilled, advanced (Level 4)

keyelutliimmEmetlaaners (used to be a manage-
sent catpany in charge)
HotelMamager
(same level) Personnel Director

Department Heads
Supervisors
Crew workers

Jol_2,1esuaVI

Review every 60 days (union rule) Wage raise eyery year
according to union policy (contract)
Wage raise is based on high performance cc good conduct.
Annual performance reviewas %ell as the 60 day reviews.

Income inconsistent - it depends on business
Union policy determines sane promotion frail within.
Promotion is based on performance.
Department heads are recruited fran outside the hotel.



DESCRIPTION: Hotel (Cont.)

Ethnic MaketEEL 300 minority and foreign born employees. (Tbtal is 400 employees)

Dress:

Distinguishing
Characteristics:

General
Communication:

Managenent:

Unifor m?. as stated in the enployee policy.

luxury hotel
Experienced with ethnic groups. Hired refugees before but there
%sere problems with cannunication, absenteeism and "call-in" policy

Bilingual staff in food service, but
directly with the wccker IN ENGLISH.
agency)

Written posters and employee notices

Bilingual supervisors

OP'

there is a need to deal
(Not through translator or

in English on bulletin boards

Hiring PrOcedures: 1. Oral screening by Personel Mhnager
2. ApplicatIm
3. Department head meeting
4. Reference check
NO tests are aiministered

CaTmunity
Relationship:

Work Hours and
Shifts:

Future
Opporltunities:

n/a

7:45a - 4:15p - Busineahas 24 hcur operation/3 shifts
Work hours: less seniority, fewer hcurs in housekeeping
if business slcms dom. "Old-timers" get full time hamrs
if possible.

Policy is receptive to the hotel hiring non-native Anericans
Canducts its own training
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Mayuree Sciacca
Kathleen Sickles

HOTEL GENERAL HOUSEKEEPER
(Janitorial Duties)

I. Job Tasks: 1, Vacuum
2. Picks up trash
3. Empties ask trays
4. Cleans and stocks public washroans
5 Dusts
6. Cleans mirrors and windows
7. Cleans staircase
8. Polishes staircase railings
9. Responsible for spills, accidents, uet floors, etc.

10. Polishes furniture
11. Waters the plants
12. Gives information to guests (informal basis)
13. Cleans office/reception/front desk area

(ay fill in as roan attendent as needed)

II. Soeiot: The general. housekeeper interacts with:

ts

souseiceeping
Supeiirisor

Roan
Attendants

Switchboard
Clerical
Fran Desk
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Hotel General Housekeeper (Cont.)

III. Communication Functions - between the housekeeper general and the other staff

Work: Following directors
Providing information to guests
Giving directions
Telling time

Responding to requests for help
Reporting tasks done
Indicating location of an object
Following a process
Asserting one's self in recognition of incorrect information exchange
Understanding personal descriptions (clothing, height, color, etc.)
Providing emergency procedures and information
Indicating a failure to hear or understand
Reporting the location
Scmething wrong
Requesting equipment and supplies

Sccial: Introducing oneself or other people
Talking about family
Greetings

Exchanging information with co-worker
Making polite requests

htf



Mayuree Sciacca
Kathleen Sickles

Hous ekee General VESL Lesson

Function: Following directions.

Vocabulary: Prepositions of Location (previously taught).

Grammatical
Structures: Imperative.

Situation: Janitor respondd to supervision instructions to clean up a spill
on the floor.

Materials: Teacher Aides: Pictures of activities (dusting, etc.),
prepositional review (by, next, aroumd,
Wagram of hotel (simplified, shaking lobby).

Activities: 1. ammunicative Dials
"Mr. Davis wants to see you."

Hung: "lbw?"
Tan: "yes, right na4." Mr. Davis: "Caw in, Hung."
Hung: "Reno. Do you want me?"
Mr. Davis: "Yes, fluniloGo to the tobbyl. and
mop up a sa112."
Hung:

Mr. Davis: "In the labia, near the fralt desk3"
"Make sure the floor isdry."

Hung: "Olaky."

Mr. Davis: "Thanks, a lot."

a. Students listen to the dialog.
Students repeat Hung's role.
Students fill-in Hung's role.

b. Substitution - Bole-play the dialogs with the
follokastitutions.
1. elevator 2. sveep 3. by the door

2nd floor dust at Roan 174
conference roan clean next to the offic
hallway pick up arcund the corm;
manager's office enpty dounstairs



Mary Lofquist
Jamie Robinson

Ht72EL ROOM ATTELIDERT

I. Job Tasks - 1. Cleans rocas according to standards listed
(16 per day)

2. Completes a checklist for each room
3. Accommodates guest's requests
4. Asks for needed cleaning supplies

II. Sociogram - The room attendant interacts with:

rGuests

Security

ficusenani

Roan
Attendant

r
w

Supervisors

Departnent
Bead

Other Roan
Attendants

III. Comaunicative Functions between the room attendant and the supervisor

Work

Roan Attendant Supervisor

Carries cut instructions or Gives instructions
asks for clarification

Requests additional supplies Tells who to contact for
supplies
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Mary Lofquist
Jamie Robinson

Hotel Roam Attendant VESL Lesson

Function: Understanding and initiating requests. Confirming.

Vocabulary: Linen 'towels, washclothes sheets, tethmat, pillow cases,
blanket, boAspread. LaundrY.
Names other workers - guests, houseman, department head,
iecirltsorry,supeoom attendants.
Colors - purple, pink, blue (colors are used to differentiate
among cleaning solutions. Another VESL lesson will concentrate
on what scauticns are for.)
Clean, phone, call, vacuum.
V. -eviousl introduced in another VESL lesson - hand

Grammatical
Structure:

soap, 17

Imperative.

dresser, table, 1 ghts.

Situation: Roam'attendant and supervisor discuss work assignments and a
lack of materials.

Materials: Realia for vocabulary listed above and Photos of -staff.

Activities: If possible, b:Id the class in a hotel room._
1. Vocabulary Instruction

a. Vocabulary Review
Point to varked items in the roan and students say the
name of the item.

b. Use realia for the linen items.
Show the iten.
Say the name. Students listen.
Say the name. Students repeat.
Show variais iteas. Students say the correct name.

c. Use photos for the names of other workers.
Shag the photo
Say the position title. Students listen.
Say the position title. Students repeat.
Show various photos. Students say the correct position
title.

d. Show the various clearning solutions and point to the
colors.
Say the color. Students listen.
Say the color. Students repeat.
Point to the color. Students say the correct color.
Use deramstrations for the verbs.
Cemonstrate "calling" al the telephone.
Ask students and "call" the supervisor. Students
perform the activity.
Students direct other to "call".
Continue to practice with the other verbs.
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Hotel Roan Attendant VESL Lesson (Cont.)

Activities: (Cont.) 2. One-Sideative Dialogs
Supervisor - I want yogi to go to the 3rd floor and

clean all the roars in the north wing.
(4th floor, scuth wing)
3rd floor? (4th floor?)
Yes, the third (fcurth) floor - north
(south) wing. Bare is a list of the
roans.

Co.K., rooms 3500 to 3515?
Correct, here are the keys.
Thank you, O.K. (fine).
(Not enough towels for work area - calls
supervisor for assistance).
I need more taels on the 3rd floor.
Call the house man and ask for m:)re
taaels.
Call the house man? You mean Pete?
Yes, Pete. 3Ust dial C600.
O.K., thank you.

Roan Attendant -
Supervisor -

Roan Attendant -
Supervisor -
Roan Attendant -
Roan Attendant -

Roan Attendant -
Supervisor -

Roan Attendant -
Supervisor -
Roan Attendant -

a.
b.

C.

e.

Students listen to the dialog.
Sladents repeat the roan attendant's role.
Students fill in the roan attendant's role.
Substitute the various items written in parenthesis
above. 4 .

Role-play usn a variety of language.-
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WAITER

I. Job Tasks - 1. Greets guests, asks if want a cocktail
2. Takes orders
3. Checks to see if place is set
4. Gives orders to the kitchen
5. Serves food
6. Checks to see if everything is alright
7. Refills
6. Takes orders for dessert
9. Gives instructions to the busboy

10. Serves dessert
11. Computes the cheak
12. Cleans up

II. Sociogram - The waiter interacts with:

Supervisor/
Ormer

,../.-----------..--'°'
Dishwasher

Other
Waiters

LGuests

Marti Matthews
Carlyn Nankervis

Busboys

III. Crmaunication
Ftnctions: Between the waiter and the customer:

Work;

Hostesses

Greeting

Reapesting orders for food and drink
Confirming orders
Checking to see if everything is
alright

Greeting
Ordering focd
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Function:

Vocabulary:

Gramnatical
Structure:

Situation:

Carlyn Nankervis
Marti Matthews

DESCRIPTICN: Restaurant Waiter VESL Lesson

Understanding requests - Taking the order frcm a customer

Receptive - Food items for the customer's order (nmnu
items, drinks, etc.)

Information about
communication and
culture:

Activities:

S.

Receptive - "Can I have ?/Do you have 7/I want/
I would like ."

Productive - "May I take your order?/What would you like?"

A waiter takes a customer's order in a restaurant.

Take the order from the "host" of the group unless he
indicates that a person will give his/her own order.
Sane groups may request "separate checks".
You may wish to double check the accuracy of the order.

1. One Sided
Waiter:
Customer:

Waiter:
Customer:
Waiter:

Communicative Dialog
May I take your
Yes. / weintAmediumrrare steak with 1
mashed potatoek.-2---,
;tat wocild YOuelike on your salad2
French dressing3
Woti. ld you fike something to drink? Custarer: Black
coffee

a. Students listen to the dialog
b. Students repeat the customer's role
c. Students fill in the customer's role

2. Substitution -.Role-play the dialog with the following
substitutice
a. Fried chicken b. Baked potato

Hamburger French fries
(today's "special") Mixed vegetables

Corn "

c. Italian dressimg d. Ice tea
Oil and vinegar dressing A small Pepsi
Blue cheese " Witer
Russian Coffee with cream

e. Can I have
Do you have
I wculd like

Materials: Pictures of food or real objects
Sancle menu (3 or 4 items)
Actual set up of restaurant for the role-play
(Possibly a visit to a restaurant)

Dialog endpaper for students to take nders on
Games for drilling food items
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JANUARY 198Z WORKSHOP

Participants at this workshop had the opportunity to visit a hospital, an

assembly factory, or a nachine tool/welding factory. After the visits,
participants developed VESL lessons. Listed below are the individuals who
wrote the following VESL lesscns.

Jerri Crabtree
Lillian Prim
Kathleen Sickles
Nell Sudikatus
Peggy Dean
Judith Diamond
Daryl Ettrier
LuAnn Tn
Arlene Ruttenberg
Jean Lemon
Donna Talbot
Nancy Përro
Marty Cies
Judy Williamson
Walter Calgaro
Reda Koch

Black Hawk College, Moline
Danville CCSD #118

Dr. King Bluoation Center, Kankakee
Elgin YWCA

N

Intheran Child and Family Services
Joliet Tomship H.S.D. #204

Rock Valley College, Rockford
Sauk Valley College, Dboon

Trtman College, Chicago



A. MACHINE TOOL WORKER

Function: Requesting help.

Grammatical Structures: New: Would you..., Could you..., Can
ytu...

Vocabulary: Life, move, check a set-up. "Looks O.K. to me."

Situation: Work - Requesting help from a co-worker.

Informatica About Carammication and Culture: It's appropriate to
seek -rhna---"rr-r--r-r-----a-eprorexperenco-wver.

Materials: Following the steps cutlined on page 14, teach the
interchange below: (Students practice Hung's role).

Requesting Help (Machine Tool)

Hung: Could you check my set-up? . .

Jce: Just a rainute.

Hung: O.K.

Jce: Looks O.K. to me.

Hung: Thanks.
'

fly

Hung: Could you check my set-up?

Joe: Yeah, I'll do it in a minute.

Hung: O.K.

Jte: This isn't right. You got to change this. Then

it'11 be O.K.

Hung: Thanks alot.

Additional vocabulary to substitute:

Would you...? Jce: Hang ca. Ctaing.

Can . .?

Additional phrases to substitute:

Can you he_12me move this?

give me a hand?

help me lift this?
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B. MACHINE TOOL MRKER

Function: Followimg simple physical instructions.

Grammatical Structures. Verb + ncun (imperative).

Vocabulary: Tighten, loosen, a bit.

Situation: %To& - Correcting a set-up on mach tool.

Infatuation About Carramication and Culture: It .s essential to
confirm questions.

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
briltetrhange below. (Students practice Hung's role).

Simple Physical Instruction (Machine Tool)

Jce: Tighten that bolt. (Vise, screw, nut, clanp, etc.)
Hung: Like this?

Joe: No, that's too tight. Lposen it a bit.
fly

Hung: Bow's that?

Joe: Fine.

Hung: Thanks.

Additional verbs: Raise, lower, move it up, nove it dom.



C. MACHINE TDOL WtRKER

Function: Indicating a failure to anderstand.

Grammatical Structures: Present/Past negative sta'caments.

don't understand." "Say it again." 'Mat did you
say?" "Tell me again."

Situation: Mork - Checkimg set-ups.

Information About Communicaticn and Culture: It is important to
correct or confirm what you have heard, so it is possible to teach
yourself new vocabulary.

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
interchange below. (Students practice HUng's role).

Indicating Failure to Understand (Machine Tool)

Joe: Tighten that bolt.

Hung: Sorry, I can't hear ytu.

Joe: I said, tighten that bolt. (Louder)

Hung: Which one?

Joe: That one.

Hung: Is this O.K.?

Joe: Ya.

Hung: Thanks.

asnim.l.alm11110

Joe: You need to align that.

Hung: What's align?

Joe: (Showing him). Watch, Ala this.

Hung: Oh-thanks. What's that word again?

Joe: Align.

Hung: Great. ?ILE, thanks again.
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A. SIMPLE ASSEMBLY MIRKER

Function: Requesting help.

Grammatical Structures: Verb paus noun (imperative), verb plus
demonstrative prcacuns.

Vocabulary: Move.

Situation: Work - Machine nalfunction.

Infornetion About Communication and Culture: It is important to
ask for help when scaething goes wrong - you do not "lose face".

Materials: Following the steps outlined on pege 14, teach the
interchange below. (Students practice the role of the worker).

Worker: Help me.

Supervisor: What's wrong?

Worker: The machine broke.
r

Supervisor: What happened? "fr'

Worker: (Points) Here.

Supervisor: O.K. We'll take care of it.



B. SIMPLE ASSEMBLY WORKER

Function: Following simple physical instructions.

Grammatical Stuctures: Demonstrative pronouns, verb + noun
(inperative).

Vocabulary: Move over, take, take cut, pull dcum, put in.

Situation: Wbrk - Assembly line.

Information About Communication and Culture: Supervisors are above
7.-----"----eFa7"----r--rarctrsinthhiscaltructure of the ccapany.

Materials: Ftalowing the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
interchange below: (Students practice the role of the worker).

Supervisor:

WOrker:

Supervisor:

Worker:

Supervisor:

Move over to that machine.

That one?

Yes, um-hum.

(Sits down)

Take this.

Put it (in) here..r

Pull down.

Take it out.

Put it hero.



C. SIMPLE ASSEMBUY W3FIKER

Function: Indicating a failure to understand.

Grammatical Structures: Verb + noun (imperative).

Vocabulary: Understand, say, again, show, try.

Situation: Work - Assembly line.

Information About Communication and Culture: 1) It is important to
seek.---a---7i--70------arlciony6r&Mmiarstand. 2) It is
appropriate to admit when you do not understand something. Neither
you nor the other person "lose face".

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
IBEERiEjle below. (Students practice the role of the worker).

Supervisor:

Worker: I don't understand. Say it again.

Supervislr: Take this.

Put it (in) here r.

Pull down.

Take it out.

Put it here.

Do you understand?

Worker: Yes. (Worker demonstrates).

or: No. Sbm- me.

(Supervior demonstrates).

Supervisor: Now, do you understand?

Wbrker: Yes. (Or - "I!ll try").



D. SIMPLE ASSINELY WNW

Function: Whrning someone of danger.

Grammatical Structures: Don't + verb + noun. (Negative imperative)

Vocabulary: No smoking, "O.K.", "Cool it".

Situation:. Wbrk - Break-time.

Information About Communication and Culture: 1) It is important to
verbally indicate that you U6 s swathing. 2) You do not
"lose face" when someone indicates that you should stop doing
something.

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
1116;7135-Interchange below. (Students practice the worker's
role).

Supervisor:

Wbrker:

Supervisor:

Worker:

Supervisor:

Wbrker:

or:

Supervisor:

%brker:

Supervisor:

Wbrker:

Supervisor:

Cool it!

%bat?

Don't smoke here.1.,
/ty

I don't understand.

No smoking! (Points to the sign)

O.K. (Worker or supervisor snuffs out the

cigarette).

Cool it!

What?

Cut the smoking!

I don't understand.

Nb smoking (Supervisor takes tbe cigarette and

puts it out).



E. SIMPLE ASSEMBLY ORKER

Function: Greeting after a weekend.

Grammatical Structures: Past tense, possessive pronouns.

Vccabulary: Clean, rest, fish, visit, work, how.

Situation: Work - break-time, lunch.

Information About ammunication and Culture: 1) Reciprocal
questions are a part of social conversation. 2) Americans are not
"nosey". Talking about one's weekend is ccamon.

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
interchange below: (Students practice both roles).

Worker AL: Hi , how was your weekend?

Worker B: O.K. 'Yours?

Worker A: O.K. What dia ycirvdo? *
Worker B: I cleaned the yard. (Rested, fished, visited my

neighbors, etc. )

*Taught as Xjai.



A. FOOD SERVICE WtRKER

Function: Requesting help.

Graurnatical Structures: Statements with "be".

Vocabukal "What's the matter?", custodian.

Situation: Work - Mhchine nalfunction.

Inforuetion About Communication and Culture: It is apprcpriate
to state a problem uten one cccurs.

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
Maaliii4e below: (Students practice A's role).

A. The dishwasher is broken.

B. What's. the matter?

A. I don't know. It won't work.

B. Call the custodian.



B. FOOD SERVICE WORKER

Function: Following simple instructions.

Gramnatical

Vocabulary:

Situation:

Information
to say when

Materials:
interchange

Structures: Verb + noun. (Imperative)

Turn off, push, button.

Work.

About Ctmmunication and Culture: It is important
you do not know how to do something.

Follming the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
below. (Students practice B's role).

A. Turn off the dishwasher.

B. I don't kmow how.

A. Push the red button.

B. O.K., thanks!

i'r lif



C. FOOD SERVICE WORKER

Function: Indicating a failure to understand.

Gtammatical Structures: Verb plus noun (imperative).

Vocabulary: Mich, where, "I don't understand".

Situation: Work.

Infoulation About Communication and Culture: It is appropriate
to say when you don't understand something. Ycu or the other
perscn do not "lose face".

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
interchange below: (Students practice B's role).

A. Turn off the dishwasher.

B. I dcmOttulderstand.

A. Push the button.

B. Which one? ItY

A. The red one.ton.

B. The red button stops the machine?

A. Yes.

Alternatives: B. Where?

A. It's on the wall.

O.K.A.
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D. FOOD SERVICE VORKER

Function: Warning someone of danger.

Grammatical Structures: Past tense.

2,2012211: Break, get, mop.

Situation: Work - situation ;dere person must be cautious.

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the interchange
below. (Students practice both roles).

A. Watch out. The floor is wet.

B. Thank you. What happened?

A. The dishwasher broke, get a mop.

B. O.K., here you are.

ht,
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E. MOD SERVICZ ist:SKEE

Function: Greetings after a weekend.

Grammatical Structures: Simple pest tense.

Vocabulary: Watch TV, go.

Situation: Work - Social situation.

InfOtuation About Communication and Culture: Weekend activities
are often discussed. This is not a "personal topic".

Materials: Following the steps outlined on page 14, teach the
following interchange below. (Students practice both roles).

1. A. Haa'd the weekeDd go?

B. Well, thank you.

A. %tat did you dc?

B. I went to the navies.

- r
0 fir

2. A. Hi, Seng.

B. Hi, John. How was your weekend?

A. O.K., how was ymirs?

B. Good. I went_st_ghistst.

Substitute:

I watched TV.

I went to Indiana.

I went shoOping, etc.



LIST OF RESOURCES
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LIST OF RESOURCES AVAILABLE BRCM THE NEC LIBRARY

Jupp, T.C. and Sue Hodlin, Industrial English, Heinemann Educational Books,
1975.

Laird, Elizabeth, English for Catering Staff, and Rsilish for Domestic
Staff, Pathway Centre, Southall, United Kingdont.

,
Prince, David and J. Gage. Ilulish for Your First Job. Edmonds Community

°allege, Washington, 1981.

NEC RESOURCES

Mrowicki, Linda and Patricia DeHesus, A Handbook fec the VESL Teacher,
hbrthwest Educational Cooperative, Illinois Adult Indochinese Refugee

COnsortiun, 1981. $3.00 (.504' postage)

1REJEST

J. Fox and R. Jones. 604'

Pre-vocational ESL Pr J. Gage and D. Primce.
$2 5. IW

Same Considerations - Adult Vocational ESL. D. Prince and J. Gage. 35t

Occupational English as a Second Language. A. Ramirez and V. Spande. 804'

Designing a Curriculum Cutline for the Work Situation. J. Laylin and
M. B1aàk11. 60

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO NEC-CCSD #15

Illinois ESL/AE Service Center
500 S. Dwyer Avenue, Arlimgton Heights, IL 60005
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